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Challenge anti-Semitism

A wave of anti-Jewish prejudice is once again washing over schools and universities. There is no
excuse not to call out this vile behaviour.

A

dark shadow is stalking the land. Anti-Semitism is once again
showing itself and must be confronted head-on and stamped
out wherever it is found. Discrimination against any individuals and groups goes against the values of science, human decency and
this journal. Sunlight remains the best disinfectant, and one of the
places where the infection of anti-Semitism still thrives is on some university campuses. If researchers who work there are not aware of this
and angry about it, then they have not been paying sufficient attention.
There are many examples and many responses. Just last week, South
Carolina took another step towards a law that would make it the first
US state to set a legal definition of anti-Semitism. Supporters of the
move argue that it is needed to help university administrators to combat a rising tide of hate against Jewish staff and students. Critics say
it impinges on free speech. That this is being discussed at all in 2018
speaks volumes.
One does not have to delve too deeply into modern international
politics to find clear examples of a renewed and ugly mood of hostility
towards Jews. The prime minister of Hungary, Viktor Orbán, secured
a fourth term in office earlier this month on an aggressively nationalist ticket widely criticized for anti-Semitic images and messages. And
last week saw the grim spectacle of British MPs standing in Parliament
and reading out some of the intolerable anti-Semitic abuse they have
received as part of a highly unusual debate on the subject.
It would be surprising if this political climate did not embolden
anti-Semites on campus. Reliable numbers are hard to come by. In a
report last year, the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
pointed to gaps in data about anti-Semitic incidents across the continent, which it intends to address with a survey later this year. But some
estimates do indicate that there has been a surge in places, including
schools and universities.
In the United States, the Anti-Defamation League reported in February, such incidents on university campuses increased by 89% in
2017, to 204. Surveys in the United States and the United Kingdom
highlight that many Jewish students find the atmosphere on campus
intimidating. This is hardly surprising, given that one of the most
common offences is to draw a swastika on a wall.
Anti-Semitism — prejudice and violence against individuals and
communities — is distinct from legitimate criticism of Israeli policy.
It is perfectly possible to argue the rights and wrongs of international
politics without hate speech.
The following is a widely accepted definition from the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance: “Anti-Semitism is a certain
perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews.
Rhetorical and physical manifestations of anti-Semitism are directed
toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward
Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”
According to this definition, examples of anti-Semitic behaviour
include (but are not limited to) furthering the myth that Jews are
engaged in a shadowy conspiracy to control events, and holding Jews

collectively responsible for the actions of the government of Israel. It
should not need saying that this is as preposterous as holding Muslims
collectively responsible for the actions of the Syrian government.
Nature has a long history of highlighting and confronting antiSemitism. In an editorial in December 1935, this journal warned that
an “anti-Semitic clique” was trying to seize control of the Germanybased Astronomical Society (Nature 136, 927–928; 1935). Less than
a month later, we noted that discrimination
“Many Jewish
against Jews and other “non-Aryans” meant
students find
that “Germany stands condemned as guilty
the atmosphere
of a persecution no less barbarous and an
on campus
intolerance as rigid and as crass as any that
intimidating.”
figure in the annals of the Middle Ages”
(Nature 137, 16; 1936).
It is sad and worrying that we feel the need to highlight the point
again. But we are confident we can rely on Nature’s readers to
challenge anti-Semitism whenever and wherever it occurs — in their
universities, on campus, at social occasions, or on the street — just as
we can rely on readers, as we have frequently urged them, to challenge
those who express their hatred of people of colour, women, Muslims,
immigrants, the gay and transgender community and many others. ■

A sting in the tale

As climate officials meet to swap stories, only
emissions cuts will guarantee a happy ending.

C

ountries will initiate the first formal review of progress
under the 2015 Paris climate pact at the United Nations climate talks in Bonn, Germany, next week. According to the
UN, the ‘Talanoa Dialogue’ aims to “share stories, build empathy
and to make wise decisions for the collective good. The process of
Talanoa involves the sharing of ideas, skills and experience through
storytelling.”
Delegates will no doubt come to the table with countless tales of
deployment of clean-energy technologies and initiatives to help communities to prepare for a warming world. But the process must prompt
serious self-reflection from policymakers on how far they are falling
short of their 2015 climate commitments — and what it will take for
them to put the world on a track to real sustainability.
As we discuss in a News Feature this week (page 422), there is
encouraging news. The nascent clean-energy industry has found its
feet. Wind and solar sources are already used ahead of fossil fuels
in many places, and renewables will become only more competitive
as technology prices fall in the years to come. Indeed, at least one
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